USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10002.18

Host CO_Bryant says:
The Artemis after much effort is just beginning to restore power to her main systems while still floating in the Kanibdis system orbited by two shuttlecraft that are manned by the FCO and the XO.

Host Kiitha says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Start Artemis 10002.18>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CSO_MacMer says:
::In main engineering, sitting at CEO's desk, chair tilted back, feet up, staring intently at the data on a PADD::
XO_Senn says:
@::drumming fingers on the console, just to feel accompanied since Paz is still asleep::
CMO_Parker says:
:: working in medical bay ::
SO_Donova says:
::on the bridge::
EO_Thompson says:
CSO: what you doing?
FCO-Joe says:
@::continues work on his damaged systems::
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: Scan for the ion trail of the Romulan Vessel... I need to know its heading and current location.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looking at the main viewer and watching the crew go about their tasks restoring the operation of the ships systems::::
TO_Smith says:
::steps out of the turbolift and into the bridge eager to start working::
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: Also scan for the location of the metal-eating cloud.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::Tom lies in his quarters...the exhaustion ran over him like mad....he knows his shift is starting but keeps ignoring the wake up calls::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking up in surprise at EO:: EO: I didn't hear you come in.  You're the first to not be charging in...
CSO_MacMer says:
::Putting feet back on floor and siting up straight.:: EO: So what systems are you working on, and what are their status?
EO_Thompson says:
::goes to the access tunnel for the weapons::
CTO_Gore says:
::isolates the damage to the shield grid, on deck 4::
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::Looks over at the ops station:::::
Host Kiitha says:
<Computer> XO: Ion trail heading 123 mark 45.. Please specify "cloud"..
CSO_MacMer says:
::Well, there goes the EO again.::
EO_Thompson says:
::opens the access tunnel and starts working::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : Damage control teams and the CEO finally get the External short range comms to work..
FCO-Joe says:
@::replaces the malfunctioning isolinear chip::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : And TLs are working on most of the decks..
CSO_MacMer says:
::Walking over to the engineering tech doing the repair team role call, looking over his shoulder at his pad to see how things are going::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Begins to get a very annoyed look on his face::::
CMO_Parker says:
:: finds a burnt patient and applies Kelotane to heal the burns ::
CTO_Gore says:
::Enters the TL:: deck 4
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::then a fear engulfs him....he gets up straight and runs out of his quarters for TL::
FCO-Joe says:
@Computer: Run diagnostic of shuttle systems
CNS_Sodak says:
::in office reading::
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: I cannot be much specific... scan for the gaseous anomaly with high concentration of metallic components that was around us a couple of hours ago. Will that work? ::getting impatient::
SO_Donova says:
CO: The external COMM's are online shall I hail the shuttles?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Noting the latest report on the external comms...:: *CO*: Sir, It looks like you might have external comms if you'd like to try to raise the shuttles...
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: Current location of the Romulan ship?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* See if you can raise them and get them aboard Jason.
Host Kiitha says:
<Computer> XO: Unable to comply.. Outside scanning range
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::impatiently waits for the TL doors to open::
CMO_Parker says:
:: patient begins to scream in pain. Applies triptacederin ::
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: Come on, you can do better!! ::on edge::
CSO_MacMer says:
*CO*: I can try, but I'm down in Main Engineering....
CTO_Gore says:
::Arrives on deck 4, and removes a panel to work on the damaged shield grid::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Starting to consider how to patch into the external comm system from Main Engineering...::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
TL: Bridge.... ::meantime Tom fixes himself up and puts a working face on...hoping his CO won't notice...::
CTO_Gore says:
::Uses an engineering tool to reconnect the shield grid::
CTO_Gore  (ENGTOOL.WAV)
FCO-Joe says:
@COM:XO: How's your pilot?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Arrives in engineering with a stack of PADDs as tall as her arm::
XO_Senn says:
@::feels frustrated...::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking over at new arrival:: CEO: Nice to see you again.
EO_Thompson says:
::use the hydrospanner and starts the long process of repair weapons::
TO_Smith says:
CO: Tactical Officer reporting for duty, Sir
Host Kiitha says:
<Computer> XO: Please re-state your questions..
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* Very well I'll try from up here.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: Asleep... I need to take her to the Artemis' sickbay and if they're not answering in a minute I'll end up beaming her in.
CMO_Parker says:
:: finishes the patient with the autosuture and moves on ::
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: Disregard.
SO_Donova says:
::hears the CSO call the captain:: *CSO*: Can I help you with the shuttles
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* Can you send damage control teams to weapons please.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Pointing to the tech next to me:: CEO: This gentleman is keeping track of the progress on the repairs.  Once he's done with the role call, he can just hand you the PADD he's recording it on.
CTO_Gore says:
::Closes the panel up, having repaired the necessary connections for the shields::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: Very well.... Uhm ::looks up trying to remember the name....:: Smith... try to raise the shuttles and tell the XO to recover the shuttles at the earliest convenience.
CEO_Alarra says:
::nods and smiles:: CSO: Thanks.
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: Although...   can you find the cloud or can you not?
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::the TL doors open and Tom emerges on the bridge which is very busy with it's usual Alpha Watch staff::
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: Take team 2.
CSO_MacMer says:
*SO*: Do as the Captain said, patch over to the comms at OPS and hail the shuttles.  Also do a diagnostic of the shuttle bay shuttle recovery systems.
Host Kiitha says:
<Computer> XO: No specified cloud found in sensor range
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks over to a wall console, enters his authorization code, and activates the shields::
EO_Thompson says:
*Damage control team 2* can you come to weapons
SO_Donova says:
*CSO*: yes sir
TO_Smith says:
Co: Yes Sir
CSO_MacMer says:
*SO*: I don't think it would do to have the shuttles crash while coming into the bays....
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: Ok thanks
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::nods at the CO with a tired but straight smile and heads for is station::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Walks over to the nearest console and calls up the repair schedule::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Notices the OPS officer come in:::: OPS: Ensign!  So glad you could join us!  Would you please wait for me in my ready room?  I think we need to have a little chat... I'll be in shortly :::being overly friendly::::
SO_Donova says:
*CSO*: understood
TO_Smith says:
::Approaches the tactical station and starts working::
CSO_MacMer says:
CEO: If you have it all in hand here, I think I might mosy back up to the bridge...
CTO_Gore says:
Computer, what is the status of the shields?
SO_Donova says:
::runs daig. on the shuttle bay systems::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Slaps panel and turns towards the CSO:: CSO: Yes, thank you. Any orders from the Captain?
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::wonders....uhhh ohhh....:: CO: Aye Sir! ::turns in the other direction entering the Captain's RR::
CEO_Alarra says:
CSO: Besides keeping the ship in one piece...
EO_Thompson says:
<damage control team2>*EO*yes sir
XO_Senn says:
@COM: Artemis: Senn to Artemis for the nth time today...
TO_Smith says:
COM: XO: Sir, Can u hear me?
CSO_MacMer says:
CEO: Yes, get everything fixed immediately!  ::Smiling at her so she knows its a joke::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::nodding at the rest of the bridge crew to say a brief hello without words::
EO_Thompson says:
<damage control team 2>::runs to the EO::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CSO* Jason?  Could you come up to the bridge for a moment?  I have something I have to take care of.....
XO_Senn says:
@COM: TO: Finally! I can hear you... Is there any chance of the shuttles boarding the Artemis?
CEO_Alarra says:
::shakes her head:: CSO: Tell the Captain I'll be right on that.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Nodding good bye, I head out the door on my way to return to the bridge;; *CO*: Just started heading that way right now, Sir.
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* you busy or can you come up here big mess in the weapons.
CMO_Parker says:
<NPC> :: stumbles into Medical Bay :: aaaa! I can hardly see!
CSO_MacMer says:
::Contrary to previous statement to CEO, moving much faster than a mere mosy::
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: Do you need another team? Engines are the priority right now and I need to get working on them.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::Tom takes a seat and waits nervously to why he was called in here::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Walks over to the warp core diagnostic panel and starts calling up information::
TO_Smith says:
COM:XO: Yes, sir the shuttles can now dock 
CNS_Sodak says:
::looks out the window::
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* might help but repair engines with all possible teams.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: TO: That's good. Please have a medical team waiting for us. My pilot has been injured and she needs medical attention.
CMO_Parker says:
:: sits the patient down and scans with a tricorder ::
CEO_Alarra says:
::looks confused:: *EO*: Excuse me?
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: We're going back to the Artemis, Joe... ::steers her shuttle for the shuttlebay::
TO_Smith says:
Com: XO: I will alert our medical staff, Sir
CSO_MacMer says:
::To the turbo lift, or the access tubes??  Ok, I'll chance the TL, its much faster.  And I've already gotten my exercise for 1 day!::
XO_Senn says:
@COM: TO: Acknowledged. Senn out.
FCO-Joe says:
@COM: XO: Music to my ears ::fires up the engines::
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: tell them to take it easy.. they are going to have to land on full manual.
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* kept all available teams on engines.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Turns to ME:: All: Alright, first priority, engines. I want teams one and three working on the matter/antimatter reaction chamber.
TO_Smith says:
*CMO* Doctor the one of our shuttles is docking and they have injured
CSO_MacMer says:
::At the TL, the doors open.  Sigh of relief!  Stepping:: TL: Bridge!
XO_Senn says:
@COM: TO: ::in a more formal tone of voice:: Senn and Teasley requesting permission to dock... ::grins:: You're pulling us in?
SO_Donova says:
::scans the shuttles approach::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : With a swift whir, all the panels light up.. FCO's panel says engines are back online.. 80%impulse, Warp, only up to 4
CMO_Parker says:
*TO*: Understood.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Notices something on the diagnostic she just ran::
TO_Smith says:
Com: FCO: Sir can u hear me?
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::stands up and steps over to the FCO's station and looks over the ensigns shoulder manning the console.
FCO-Joe says:
@::sees the panels light back up::
FCO-Joe says:
@COM: TO: Yes ensign
CMO_Parker says:
:: casually walks towards the turbo lift, and enters :: TL: Shuttlebay
XO_Senn says:
@::notices no tractor beam:: COM: FCO: Be careful, Joe... there doesn't seem to be an operational tractor beam, we're going to have to do this by ourselves.
EO_Thompson says:
::closes the up the first panel and goes to work on the second panel::
CSO_MacMer says:
:Turbolift ride seems to be near normal,  The ride ends, and the doors open on the bridge.  Stepping out of the TL, I head to the CO:: CO: Sir, reporting as ordered...
FCO-Joe says:
@COM: XO: Understood, you willing to tempt fate?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Walks around to the wall behind the warp core and removes a panel.::
TO_Smith says:
COM:FCO: You r clear to dock sir
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Very well Mr. MacMer, you have the bridge till the first officer returns then notify me as soon as we have the shuttles back aboard and we are ready to make speed.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: I'm not a pro, but I can try this... ::concentrates and brings the shuttle very slowly::
CMO_Parker says:
<TL> CMO: Shuttle bay
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye, aye, Sir.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Grabs an engineering kit and starts to work in the small area::
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* need help down there
FCO-Joe says:
@COM: XO: See you aboard
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::Gets up and walks towards the door to the ready room and stops for a second outside the door and then walks in::::::
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: Good luck Joe
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::gets up and stands at attention turning to face his CO entering:: CO: Sir.
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : Main viewer is now operational.. SRS up to 90%
FCO-Joe says:
@::starts moving towards the shuttle bay doors::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: See if you can get us a visual from the shuttle bay, so we can watch the shuttles come in.
XO_Senn says:
@::sees the shuttlebay doors open and heads purposefully there... very carefully::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks a little surprised to see the ensign sitting:::::
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* do you copy
CEO_Alarra says:
::Pulls her head out to answer the EO::*EO*: No, I think we can manage. How are weapons?
SO_Donova says:
CSO: yes sir
CNS_Sodak says:
::feels the crew's relief::
FCO-Joe says:
@::sees the shuttle bay doors open up::
SO_Donova says:
::patch into shuttles and puts on viewscreen::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Walks around his desk and sits down in his chair with a smile on his face and puts his feet up on the desk looking up at Hewitt:::  OPS: were you comfortable Tom?
XO_Senn says:
@::enters through the doors and lands with a loud bump, a quick glance to the back of the shuttle show Paz in good condition::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Reaches for a tool and accidentally knocks her kit to the floor. Everything scatters::
CMO_Parker says:
:: steps into the shuttle and searches for the first patient ::
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* working on second panel now, want me up on the bridge??????
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Yes Sir...but...::doesn't mention he was standing when his CO entered::
FCO-Joe says:
@::lands with the floor shaking beneath his feet::
CSO_MacMer says:
::After doing a visual sweep around the bridge, I step over to the BIG CHAIR, and sit down::
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: Not necessary. Finish up with repairs, we have enough tasks to go around.
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: How old are you Lt?
XO_Senn says:
::opens the shuttle's hatch and powers down the shuttle:: CMO: This is efficiency ::points at Paz:: Concussion, and she hasn't been treated. She seems out of danger but I recommend a full cortical scan...
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::pauses::
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* yes Ma'Ma
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Sir? Lieutenant?
CMO_Parker says:
XO: Okay. :: begins scan ::
SO_Donova says:
::seeing that the shuttles are in safe runs an area scan of the outside::
EO_Thompson says:
::notices this panel is worse then the first:: *TO* you want to help on weapons???
FCO-Joe says:
::opens the hatch and powers everything down::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::at that moment the confusion of his Betazoid mind clearing::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Finishes picking up the tools and placing them back in the kit::
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::gets up and leans over the desk:::: OPS: Is it too much for me to ask someone a question on my ship and expect an answer? ::: voice raising as the sentence goes on:::::
XO_Senn says:
CMO: Nice to meet you by the way... I'll leave you be now... but she'll be better in sickbay... ::turns and dashes out of the shuttle::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Goes to find original tool and discovers it is not there::
EO_Thompson says:
*TO* do you copy?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Drops to her knees and starts to crawl around and look for it::
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Take over the out side sensor sweeps.
TO_Smith says:
*EO* Yes, sir
CMO_Parker says:
XO: Thanks sir. :: picks up patient ::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Keep up dates on the ship status.  Keep me, or the XO when she gets here, updated.
EO_Thompson says:
*TO* think you can help??
FCO-Joe says:
::walks out of shuttle bay and heads for the nearest TL::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: ::smiling:: No Sir....I'm very well and if I may ask....you called me Lieutenant?
SO_Donova says:
CSO: yes sir
XO_Senn says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.
TO_Smith says:
*EO* Yes sir  u can never have too much help
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: You think that you can do a better job of running my ship don't you Mr. Hewitt?  You think I'm too young to command a ship of the line and that because you are an admiral's son that you are immune to whatever I might do to you don't you?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Gives up her search and walks over to the nearest tech:: TECH: Do we have a completed engineering kit?
EO_Thompson says:
*TO* come down here as soon as possible?
SO_Donova says:
::starts running shipwide scans of the systems::
XO_Senn says:
::the turbolift ride seems faulty, but the doors finally open on the bridge::
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: see Lt., that's just it, when I give an order I expect it to be followed, I don't expect to have to debate the outcome...
CMO_Parker says:
:: sets patient down onto stretcher and pushes it to the turbolift ::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Tech nods quickly::<TECH>CEO: Yes, ma'am. ::dashes off to go get it::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : In his scans, Jaime sees some strange fluctuation to the Port side of the Artemis..
TO_Smith says:
*EO* that might have to wait sir I am picking some subspace distortions on the port side
CTO_Gore says:
::Finishes reconnecting the shield grid:: Computer, what is the status of the shields?
EO_Thompson says:
*TO* okay
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: I respect the fact you are my Captain and I've had some problems in my past but Sir...I won't and will never let you down.
FCO-Joe says:
::gets out of TL::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Steps over right next to the ops officer::::
XO_Senn says:
::exits the TL:: CSO: MacMer, it's good seeing you... ::doesn't see the Captain around:: May I have a report please?
TO_Smith says:
CO: I am picking subspace distortions of the port side i suggest we go to red alert
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Aye aye Sir. ::to his last comment::
Host Kiitha says:
<Computer> Shields on-line. efficiency, 4%
CMO_Parker says:
:: returns to sickbay :: MO: Get me some Netinaline.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::stands straight::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Seeing XO, stands up and steps to one side of the BIG CHAIR::  XO: The CO is in the ready room and instructs that you take the bridge.  The SO is getting the latest update on the ship's status.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Tech returns::<TECH>CEO: Here you go, ma'am.
CEO_Alarra says:
::Nods at Tech:: TECH: Thanks
CMO_Parker says:
:: picks up hypospray and gives it to the patient ::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: We are, finally, having some success at getting ships systems back on line.  We have some engines, some sensors....
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: I am not certain as to the status of the weapons, yet.
Host CO_Bryant says:
OPS: you better make sure Lt, because if you do, your next position will be as the officer in charge of venereal disease control on one of the Moons of Risa. And NO I didn't make a mistake, take this :::slides a box in to the Lt.'s hand containing Lt. Jg's pips in to Hewitt's hand::: and get out of my site before I have you keel hauled instead!
XO_Senn says:
CSO: Thanks Jason... I got a scan through the shuttle, the Romlulan ship was headed 123 mark 45 and is outside scanning range... of the shuttle at least.
TO_Smith says:
CTO: Sir I am picking some really weird reading I suggest u come to the bridge
CEO_Alarra says:
::Returns to her repairs on the engines::
CMO_Parker says:
<PILOT> :: wakes up :: All: what happened ?
EO_Thompson says:
::goes to the third and final panel and opens it and sees that it is not messed up at all:: *CEO* weapons are fixed as good as i can need some help
EO_Thompson says:
*TO* no need to come down fixed.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Takes the pin and smiles proudly...Thank you Captain...we do have a ship to put back together...and I'm on it.. Sir.
CTO_Gore says:
*TO* Acknowledged, I'm on my way
CTO_Gore says:
::Enters TL:: bridge
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: Yes, check on the defense systems.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::looks back over his shoulder as he walks around the desk:::  OPS: Are you still here?
TO_Smith says:
XO: Sir, I am picking some distorting subspace reading on the portside
CNS_Sodak says:
::organizes various objects in office::
FCO-Joe says:
::at the helm::
XO_Senn says:
TO: Acknowledged. CSO: Can you elaborate on the origin? *CTO* You are requested on the bridge.
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : An EO finally fixes the CNS' office door
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks onto the bridge, and over to tactical:: TO: What have you found ensign?
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::running almost out of RR and saying to the Captain...a big negative::
CMO_Parker says:
*XO*: Paz has recovered and is doing nicely.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Stepping over to the Science Consol:: XO: I'll check ma'm.
TO_Smith says:
XO: should we go to red alert sir?
XO_Senn says:
*CMO* I am glad to hear that, Parker.
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Bring up what the TO is looking at.
XO_Senn says:
TO: Yellow alert for the moment... but if we can raise shields, I want them up. Now.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::tries not to laugh until the newest Lt. on the ship gets out the door remembering when he got his first pip::
TO_Smith says:
CTO: i have found distorting reading off the port side
CMO_Parker says:
*XO*: And is fit for duty. I'm sending her to her quarters now
TO_Smith says:
XO: Yes sir
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : On the screen, the Artemis crew see some kind of distortion, as if space was "bent"
SO_Donova says:
::taps into Tactical::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::heading for his post while glancing with a smile and just catching the Captains look::
XO_Senn says:
*CMO* Thanks again. Senn out.
CMO_Parker says:
Paz: You can go back to your quarters. :: watches her leave ::
TO_Smith says:
::activates yellow alert and shields come online::
CTO_Gore says:
::Stands next to Smith:: Recalibrate the sensors, and try to identify it  XO: Shields have been raised, at 10% efficiency sir
EO_Thompson says:
::reads pad notice defense systems are at 10%at fluttering:: *CEO* need me to work on shields they are at 10% and fluttering.
XO_Senn says:
Self: What is that? FCO: Take us as away of the anomaly as we can, Joe...
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Check the distortion for tachyon emission.  It may be something cloaked...
SO_Donova says:
CSO: Yes sir
FCO-Joe says:
XO: Yes ma'am
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::sits in his ready room clueless::::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::watches as he feels eyed by the bridge crew::
SO_Donova says:
::scans for emission::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Drops her tools into her second kit for the day and replaces the panel::
TO_Smith says:
XO: suggest we go to red alert, sir
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* you copy
SO_Donova says:
CSO: nothing sir
CMO_Parker says:
:: continues healing more patients ::
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: Yes, I would like to get the shields back up.
FCO-Joe says:
::engages reverse engines::
CTO_Gore says:
TO: Ensign, recalibrate your sensors and try to identify the disturbance
XO_Senn says:
TO: Suggestion noted... 
*CO* If you have some spare time, I'd love to have your presence on the bridge, sir.
SO_Donova says:
CSO:no tachyon emissions present
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::notices the XO:: XO: Nice to see you back in one piece Commander. ::nodding to salute::
XO_Senn says:
CSO: Can you make head or tail of this... sight? ::pointing at the viewscreen::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Ok, check across the spectrum and see just what kind of energies are being distorted.  And do it passively, I don't want to set it off or make it angry...
XO_Senn says:
::nods back at OPS::
EO_Thompson says:
::takes damage control team 1 up to the bridge and scans where the first disturbance was::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: Working on it right now ma'm.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::gets to work at his station::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: So far we've ruled out something temporal.
TO_Smith says:
XO: I am scanning the disturbance
SO_Donova says:
::runs spectrum scan::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Puts her second kit away and hands the first to the Tech:: TECH: This one isn't complete, please replace the missing tools.
CTO_Gore says:
TO: Ensign, are you listening to me?  ::Turns::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Wipes her hands on her pants and walks towards the doors::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : Temporal distortion are being emitted from the disturbance and raising fast..
TO_Smith says:
CTO: sorry sir did u said something?
XO_Senn says:
CSO, SO: Meanwhile... I'd like to know what kind of effect can the distortion have on us.
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : The Artemis begins to be pulled in..
CTO_Gore says:
TO: Relicalibrate the sensors and try to identify whatever it is that is out there
CEO_Alarra says:
::Walks out of engineering and towards the TL::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: The distortion has changed, and there is now a temporal distortion.
XO_Senn says:
FCO: Is this thing following us or pulling us in? Increase speed...
TO_Smith says:
CTO: Yes sir
FCO-Joe says:
::engages reverse engines::
SO_Donova says:
CSO: sir temporal distortion are being emitted
XO_Senn says:
::snaps fingers:: CSO: I hate these.
EO_Thompson says:
::scans the bridge and finds the panel notices it is the same panel opens up the panel and starts to fix::
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: I saw.  Ideas on how to negate it?
TO_Smith says:
::starts recalibrating sensors::
FCO-Joe says:
XO: I'm trying but we're being pulled in
CEO_Alarra says:
TL: Bridge
SO_Donova says:
CSO: working on it sir
XO_Senn says:
OPS: How's the SIF holding?
EO_Thompson says:
::use all tools in the kit and fixes the panel and closes it::
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::Walks out of the Ready room::: XO: report!
XO_Senn says:
CTO: Take us to red alert now.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Remembering the headaches I use to get trying to make sense of reports about ships pulled into temporal distortions...::
FCO-Joe says:
OPS: How much power can you reroute to the engines?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Walks out onto the bridge and hears the Captain yelling::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
XO: Barely but they are...Ma'am.
CTO_Gore says:
::Watching the recalibrations smith makes:: TO: Good work ensign.  XO: Aye sir ::Engages red alert::
XO_Senn says:
CO: There's an anomaly with temporal distortions... pulling us in, sir.
CSO_MacMer says:
SO: Is there a pattern?  Can we feed it a tachyon stream to disrupt it?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Walks to station and sits down, pulling up a display::
XO_Senn says:
OPS: Give Teasley all you can. We need to break free.
TO_Smith says:
CTO: it's some kind of temporal disturbance 
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: anything I can do.
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : As the FCO engages full back, the ship starts to "howl"
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: Shields, are they fully repaired?
Host Kiitha says:
<Computer> : warning.. Stress factor over specified limit.. Hull rupture in 3minutes
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: How large is it?
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: panel fixed.
CEO_Alarra says:
:;Pulls up the sensor readings and tries to make sense of the mess she walked into::
XO_Senn says:
FCO: Stop that... SIF is not going to hold.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::remembers he's still holding his pip in his hand and rightfully places it::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : Phasers are up to 60% Photons still offline
XO_Senn says:
CO: Big enough it seems, but MacMer can give you all the little details, sir.
FCO-Joe says:
XO: Yes ma'am
CEO_Alarra says:
*EO*: If shields are fixed, then return to ME and conduct repairs on the remaining systems
SO_Donova says:
CSO: There is no pattern to it we could try a tachyon pulse
FCO-Joe says:
::discontinues full back-up::
CTO_Gore says:
TO: Acknowledged ::Looking over the scan results:: XO: Sir, we may be able to use the phasers to collapse the disturbance 
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: anything specific.
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : Distance between the Artemis and the Distortion closing.. fast..
Host CO_Bryant says:
CTO: do you think it will work?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Nodding to SO:: CEO: With our current status, can we generate a significant amplitude Tachyon pulse to try to disrupt that thing?
CEO_Alarra says:
::Calls up list of damage repairs::
OPS_LtJG_Tom_Hewitt says:
::checks on COMM::
XO_Senn says:
CSO: Can you take a look at Gore's idea?
TO_Smith says:
CO: Maybe mine will create a greater damage on the disturbance
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: Aye, ma'm
CTO_Gore says:
CO: torpedoes would be a safer bet, but there still off-line, I'd rather not use an energy weapon but the phasers are all we've got...
CSO_MacMer says:
CTO: What is your idea?
CMO_Parker says:
:: finishes patient :: MO: There we are. I think you can handle these people by yourself. I have done the hard work, now i need to finish these medical logs. :: walks into office ::
EO_Thompson says:
CTO: Torpedoes probably won't come on for a while
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO, CTO: ok guys which one will work?  tachyons or phasers?
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: If we can target a phaser burst along the event horizon of the disturbance it may collapse... ::Turns to the Captain, not sure which is best::
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: Finish getting weapons and shields up
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : 2 mins till "impact"
XO_Senn says:
::looks at the CO and whispers, stifling a chuckle:: CO: Maybe both?
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: I don't even know if we can generate a Tachyon pulse right now. So we may only have the phaser option.  Use what you can while you can...
FCO-Joe says:
CTO: What ever you guys are planning, make it quick, we got 2 minutes to impact
OPS_Hewitt says:
Computer: Estimated time on LR COMM. repairs?
CSO_MacMer says:
CTO: Try the phasers now.  I'll see if we can cook up the Tachyons...
XO_Senn says:
CO, CTO: Actually... if we can make a hole in the event horizon we could push the ship through, right?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Turning to science panel to see if can work up a tachyon burst::
Host Kiitha says:
<Computer> OPS : Unable to comply
CTO_Gore says:
XO: Perhaps CO: Permission to use the phasers sir
OPS_Hewitt says:
::grumbles::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : 1 min till impact
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::looks at the viewer for a second::: CSO: Mr. MacMer, prepare a tachyon pulse, and Nathan target the phasers on the event horizon, fire both on my mark, Teasley steer directly for the aim point of both bursts
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: don't know were the problem with the weapons are I fix the three weapon panels don't know why photons won't come on.
OPS_Hewitt says:
::turns his attention to the events unfolding::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Meditates::
CMO_Parker says:
:: notices flashing red lights and realizes red alert :: Uhh, more work ::returns to MO's side::
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Aye sir.
OPS_Hewitt says:
::distributes the right power adjustments::
XO_Senn says:
::takes her seat and silently offers a prayer to the Prophets::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Turns to the EO:: EO: What do you mean you don't know what's wrong?
Host Redara says:
@::holding skirts up, follows the stairs up to Kiithra::
XO_Senn says:
::raises her head:: TO: All shields that we have... I want them on the front of the ship. Forget the rear.
CMO_Parker says:
MO: This patient needs Morphenolog.
Host Kiitha says:
@Redara : What are you doing here, child?
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: pulse ready?
OPS_Hewitt says:
CSO: All set here...power optimal for a concentrated beam.
TO_Smith says:
XO: yes sir
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: I checked all panels nothing is wrong with the photons.
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : 30sec to impact
CSO_MacMer says:
::In a flurry, checks the tachyon emitter, notes only partial power, but finds can hook it through to the emitter array, barely in time:: CO: Aye sir, but only partial power.
FCO-Joe says:
CO: 30 seconds to impact
CTO_Gore says:
::Waiting the captains order anxiously::
Host Redara says:
@::takes a deep breath::  Kiithra:  To see if our plans will work and to see what you are up to you ol' coger.
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: Obviously there is because you said they don't work...
TO_Smith says:
::starts taking shields on and offline::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Targeting set in to match phasers::
Host CO_Bryant says:
ALL: wait till we're closer, lets make it count....
OPS_Hewitt says:
CSO: I believe I corrected the flow.
XO_Senn says:
::checks her console:: CO: 20 seconds to impact.
CTO_Gore says:
::Targets the event horizon::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CSO: Confirm?
TO_Smith says:
XO: done sir I have the shields ready
XO_Senn says:
TO: Well done, Smith...
FCO-Joe says:
::stands ready at the helm::
CSO_MacMer says:
OPS: We'll find out when I press the button.
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : Shields at 50%
CEO_Alarra says:
::Turns to console and dispatches a team to repair the shields::
Host Kiitha says:
@Redara : I think we will be more fortunate this time..
CEO_Alarra says:
EO: Please join the team en route to the shield generator.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Steps up behind the FCO watching his hands fly over the controls and looks back over his shoulder::: CSO, CTO: Fire!
Host Kiitha says:
@::another quake shakes the ground:: Redara : We don't have much time..
CSO_MacMer says:
::Firing::
OPS_Hewitt says:
*ENG*: We need more power ....!
CTO_Gore says:
::Fires the phasers::
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: let's hope it works the plan works or we are dead or very damaged and have a whole bunch of problems
Host Redara says:
@::looks around::  Kiithra:  ... no, we do not... what do you have in mind?
XO_Senn says:
::stands, her eyes fixed on the screen::
CEO_Alarra says:
::Hears OPS and tries to make the necessary adjustments::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : The distortion flutters for a moment, but holds... 5 secs to impact
OPS_Hewitt says:
::watches as the pulse is fired::
FCO-Joe says:
::watches the screen::
CMO_Parker says:
MO: That persons needs some Metrazene.
CTO_Gore says:
CO: The distortion is still there ::braces himself::
Host CO_Bryant says:
ALL: BRACE FOR IMPACT!
EO_Thompson says:
::runs to catch up with the team headed to the shield generator::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Do a sling shot around it?
OPS_Hewitt says:
XO/CSO/CO: We going to make it? ::holds on::
EO_Thompson says:
::holds on to something::
Host Kiitha says:
ACTION : As the Artemis touches the distortion, every crewmember experiences some kind of nausea, and see the their reality bent, and twisted
Host Redara says:
@::looks down the stairs to see if her husband is guarding below::
FCO-Joe says:
::holds on::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Braces for impact:
CEO_Alarra says:
::Grabs onto console with one hand::
TO_Smith says:
::holds on::
Mensk says:
@::looks back at Redara, smiling::
CMO_Parker says:
<MO> CMO: Aaaa, I am getting dizzy!
OPS_Hewitt says:
::not having a  good feeling about this::
FCO-Joe says:
::feels like he's being twisted::
Host Kiitha says:
@::smiles, as he looks into his ball:: Redara : Ahh.. it seems we have visitors...
XO_Senn says:
::wonders if she's standing or floating... is she looking at the back of her feet right now?::
Host Redara says:
@::lightly shrugs at him then turns back to Kiithra::
CTO_Gore says:
::Sees the bridge distorting like looking at it through wavy water::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::grabs his head in pain::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Somehow the twisting distortions seem vaguely familiar...::
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  We do?  Who?
TO_Smith says:
::doesn't feel so good::
EO_Thompson says:
*CO* what's going on?
FCO-Joe says:
::starting to get dizzy::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Obnoxious, but familiar....::
Host Kiitha says:
@::shows Redara his crystal ball::
CMO_Parker says:
MO: I'm going to give you some Vertazine. ::administers it to the MO and to himself ::
Mensk says:
@::looks around::
Host Kiitha says:
@ACTION : The Artemis exits the anomaly into "normal" space..
Host Redara says:
@::looks::  Kiithra:  who are they?
OPS_Hewitt says:
CSO: What happened ...did we just evaporate....::feeling still disoriented::
Host Kiitha says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10002.18>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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